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Buddha AK 

Buddha AK This variety dates back to the 70s, when its incredible power set a benchmark into the cannabis industry; very few crosses, to this
day, have managed to equal and or even less, exceed it.  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 18,00 €

Price with discount 14,88 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 18,00 €

Sales price without tax 14,88 €

Discount 

Tax amount 3,12 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankBuddha Seeds 

Description 

Buddha AK
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Buddha AK Buddha seeds
 

This variety dates back to the 70s, when its incredible power set a benchmark into the cannabis industry; very few crosses, to this day, have
managed to equal and or even less, exceed it. The name of this classic erroneously leads non-expert growers to believe that it refers to the
weapon of war. When really, its origin is from one of its parents, a pure Afghan Kush.

Our selection comes from ancient cuttings kept for over 20 years that still maintain incredible vigor. Buddha AK, it cannot be otherwise, has
been developed by our breeders to make it even more resistant and easy to grow.

Buddha Ak has a more compact size and it is easy to grow. We have eliminated the excessive,uncontrolled growth of its sativa parents as much
as possible, maintaining its essence, production and power in much more compact voluminous branches that surprise even experts.

On the other hand, Buddha AK is chosen among the specimens with the highest concentrations of THC; this will make you understand why this
classic continues to fill cabinets and its smoke will satisfy even to the most demanding consumers.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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